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Challenge Statement 
 

Prior Statements: 

How might we improve the wedding experience for the entire wedding party? 

How might we reduce stress, increase the joy and eliminate costs of wedding activities for the 
wedding party? 

How might we help the point person (Maid of Honor/Best Man) effectively manage and run 
wedding-related activities with the support and direction they need? 

 

Final: 

How might we help the wedding party chip in to create great wedding activities? 
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Research Plan 
Author: David Lanphear, User Experience Researcher (DLanphear@me.com) 
 
Stakeholders: Girlfriend 
 
Date: 12/17/16 – 1/1/17 
 
The Problem: How might we reduce the stress of wedding activities for the wedding party? 
 
Background: It has been observed that weddings can be exciting, romantic, and memorable. 
However, underneath all of these positive attributes, weddings also have an increasing amount of 
stress associated with the wedding activities. This stress goes beyond just brides, who have 
typically been the focus of solutions, and can be seen throughout the entire wedding party. To 
date, most solutions focus mainly on brides, with little relief or support to the wedding party as a 
whole. 
 
Goals: 
1) I want to understand which activities the wedding party finds most stressful. 
2) I want to understand what causes the stress on the wedding party. 
3) I want to understand the involvement of the wedding parties & the bride in each meaningful 
activity. 
4) I want to understand how wedding parties presently overcome the stress to throw successful 
events. 
 
Research Questions:  
1) Tell me about the most stressful experience you had planning or throwing an event for a 
wedding. Why was it stressful? 
2) Walk me through your best wedding experience. What made it so great? 
3) Card Sort - Please rank the following wedding activities in order of most stressful (top), to most 
enjoyable (bottom). Use a blank card if we are missing something. 
4) Freewrite - Now please jot down the reasons why these events were stressful next to each card.  
5) What could have been done to change that stressful experience? 
6) Who was "in charge" of throwing the best event? Worst event?  
7) How was your relationship with the bride throughout this process? (maybe even map it out?) 
8) How was your relationship with the other bridesmaids/groomsmen during this process? 9) Which 
stressful event are you most proud of the outcome? 10) Did you use any tools or outside help to 
help you overcome the stress and plan better events? 
11) If you could be a bridesmaid in this wedding again, what would you do differently? 
 
Methodology: 
An interview will be held with 3 recent bridesmaids and 3 recent groomsmen. Each interview will 
take roughly 45 minutes and will include a short brief, interview, card sort activity, and debrief.  
 
Participants Screener: 
• Member of the bridal party 
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• Familiar with modern technology 
• Wedding must have included at least 3 major events (such as bachelor/bachelorette party, bridal 

shower, wedding dress shopping, rehearsal dinner, wedding) 
• Must NOT be in the wedding-planning profession 
 
Script:  **Bring Cards for Card Sort** 
Hello, I'm Dave. I'm doing some research on the experiences of bridal party members throughout 
the wedding process (from engagement through wedding). My research will be used to better 
understand the needs of the bridal party in order to help deliver better weddings for everyone 
involved. All of your feedback is anonymous, though I am asking if it's alright to jot down some 
notes and to take some pictures for my own personal records - is that alright? 
Awesome. For your time, I'll be sending you a $20 amazon gift card. Can I have the email address 
that this is best sent to? _____________ 
 
Thanks. As the intent of this is conversation is to make better experiences for everyone, If at any 
time in this interview you feel uncomfortable or need to take a break, by all means - please just 
let me know. Are you ready to get started? 
[Ask questions above] 
Thank you so much for your time. You should receive the gift card from me in the next 24 hours or 
so. Is there anything you'd like to ask me before we part ways? 
If we have any more questions, or when we start developing solutions based on your feedback, is it 
alright if we reach out to you for further input? At that email address? 

Thanks again. We really appreciate you hanging out with us. :) 
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 Affinity Diagram (Themes) 

 
Themes: Talking to people & places, Finding people & places, Guidance & planning, Assisting the 
point person, Directions from the bride, Make the bride happy, Relationship building, Souvenirs, 
Expectations vs Reality, Mediator/Reasurance, Nastalgia, Willing to help. 
 
 
 

**Individual Interview Notes Available Upon Request** 
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Card Sort Results 
 
The following are results show which wedding events were most heavily attended by the wedding 
party. Please note that only 5 of 6 participated in the card sort due to a time restriction. 

 
 
Most Stressful (in order): 

1. Dress/Suit shopping 
2. Bachelor party 
3. Bridal Shower 
4. Rehearsal dinner 
5. Engagement party 
6. Reception 
7. Wedding dress shopping/venue shopping (no votes) 
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Competitive Review 
Direct Competitors: 
The Bridesmaids/The Groomsmen App 
The Knot 
My Wedding 
 
Indirect Competitors: 
A Wedding Planner 
Blueprint Registry 
Pinterest 
 
Summary: Wedding planning has typically be done through the lens of the bride. However, many 
additional parties are affected including the bride and grooms’ parents as well as the wedding 
party. These lenses have not been fully explored, making direct competitors difficult. Similar 
solutions focused on the bride are plentiful and some offer additional collaboration options, but 
these features are not focal. 
 
 
Breakdown : 
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Persona 
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MVP Feature List 

 
 
Note: Features above the line are included in the MVP (wireframe). 
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Interactive Prototype 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
URL: https://www.dropbox.com/s/uy3d2qyzqmkdvew/WeddingParty.vp?dl=0 
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User Flow 
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User Testing 
Schedule: Weekend of Feb 12th 
 
Goals: 
- I want to know if the point person understands what activities go with which events. 
- I want to know if the point person can easily book activities. 
- I want to know if the point person would socialize the event planning process. 
 
Scenarios: 
- Learn about events  
- Learn about people 
- Take ownership of an activity 
- Collaborate with someone else in the wedding party 
- Book a venue 
 
Screener: 
4 People who are presently or were recently in a wedding party 
They should be mobile phone users 
They should have experience or knowledge of planning at least 1 bridal party event 
 
Script: 
Hi, I’m David. I’ll be your guide today as we explore this new prototype for a wedding app .  We’re 
doing some usability research to see what is clear and what could be made better. I truly 
appreciate your help today and value your open, honest, and ongoing feedback. 
 
There is no right or wrong in these scenarios. These are not tests of you, rather everything here is a 
test of the usability of the product. I anticipate some trouble spots and fully expect them to 
surface throughout our brief time together.  
 
Because we are interested in your total experience, it would be beneficial to us if you could 
narrate your thoughts and actions. People typically forget, so don’t be startled if I gently remind 
you throughout this activity. 
 
Finally, one last thing before we begin - are you okay if I record this for note-taking purposes? 
 
Awesome! Let’s jump right in! 
 
Tasks: 
1) Learn about events  
- Tell me how you would find out which events are happening at this wedding? 
- Which events have already happened? 
- Which events need attention/help? 
 
2) Learn about people 
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- Where might I find out who is in charge of throwing the Bridal Shower? 
- How does she know the bride? 
 
3) Take ownership of an activity 
- Where would I find the activities that are suggested for the Engagement Party event? 
- How would you go about taking ownership of picking the venue? 
 
4) Collaborate with someone else in the wedding party 
- If you want to show your approval of a certain venue option, how would you do it? 
- Ask the bridal party for help/their opinions on which venue to choose 
 
5) Book a venue 
- Show me where you would find a venue that costs under $500 and select it 
- Reserve that venue 
 
 
Results: 
4 users tested the interactive prototype. 
 

• 4 out of 4 users were able to “Join the Party” as a member of the Bridal Party without 
difficulty 

• 2 out of 4 were able to easily see which events needed help and which events were on track 
or already completed - “red is definitely the most urgent color” 

• 4 out of 4 users were able to see who owned which events and were able to sign up for 
ownership of events 

• 4 out of 4 could see Sue’s story, however, this was only when prompted.  
• 0 out of 4 clicked other “party members’” stories 
• 3 out of 4 used the “thumbs up” for approval 
• 0 out of 4 understood or used the chat option 
• 2 out of 4 could easily see the cost of the venue 
• 4 out of 4 were able to reserve a venue 
• 3 out of 4 specifically stated that they liked the option of the bride having 48 hours to 

approve or deny a decision 
 
 

Other Findings: 
 

• Change name of “Jack and Jill” in future studies 
• Emphasize story-telling more 
• Integrate Facebook during sign up 
• Clarification around calendar – add calendar download option instead of only upload 
• Clarify colors – 1 user thought that red meant events were not happening 
• Include deadlines for events – due dates 
• Verbiage of “activities” associated with each event confused all of the participants – going 

forward would need to change the wording of some of the testing questions 
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• “Oh this is fun” – said one female user when picking the venue 
• If bride rejected selection, participant “would be pissed” 
• Emphasize user profiles more – “I would stalk the shit out of the wedding party” 
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If I had More Time… 
1. I would make improvements based on the above user observations 
2. I would create and test better names 
3. I would begin to play with colors and visual design themes 
4. I would test test test and test again. 
5. I would begin to also play with priority of post-MVP features 
6. I would bring on a technical expert to discuss feasibility and include them from now on 
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Extras 

 
 


